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Óga 

Óga (Irish for “young”) is a contemporary folk group, hailing from Dallas, Texas, performing 
music deeply rooted in traditional Celtic music from Ireland and Scotland, as well as drawing from the 
broader folk spectrum; all played with a fresh, playful approach to arranging, and a bold willingness to 
break outside the norm. Óga at it's core is comprised of Hailey Sandoz on fiddle and vocals and Joseph 
Carmichael on guitar, bass efx, whistle and vocals. In addition, they are regularly joined by Kendall 
Rogers, Seth Russell, and Nathan Phelps, for live shows. http://ogaband.com/

Contact info: Julia Sandoz-469-360-3552 or admin@ogaband.com



Joseph Carmichael

Joseph, with folk trio Flashpoint, has recorded one album and one EP, opened for bands such as 
FullSet, and the legendary Solas, and completed one Midwest tour; he is a regular member with 
singer/songwriter, Ashley Davis, has done two tours with internationally acclaimed musicians, Hanz 
Araki and Colleen Raney, as well as a special performance in Cavan with Gregory and Alex Grene (of 
the Prodigals), as part of The Gathering in 2013;  he has also become a very in-demand accompanist, 
performing with such musicians as Brendan Power, Cormac De Barra, Buddy Connolly, Oisín 
MacDiarmada, James Kelly and Liz Carroll.  



Hailey Sandoz

Texas born entertainer, fiddle player, singer, and composer, Hailey is comfortable in many 
genres that include Celtic, Western Swing, Bluegrass & Jazz-oriented styles. To her credit, 
Hailey is the recipient of the AWA Young Artist of the Year, WMA Crescendo Rising Star & 
Youth Harmony awards. As recipient of the SCMA Scholarship, Hailey attended the Leahy 
band workshop with Natalie MacMaster. As a former Championship Irish Step Dancer, Hailey 
successfully competed in Irish Dance & Fiddle competitions. Hailey Sandoz & Joseph 
Carmichael (Óga) debuted their first album, “Fingerprints,” with outstanding reviews from 
Live Ireland, Ceili & Western Way magazines.  Hailey has had the honor of performing with 
notable artist such as: Liz Carroll, Leon Rausch, Byron Berline, Dick Gimble, Jason Roberts 
(Asleep of the Wheel former fiddler).... In addition, has opened for Michael Martin Murphey &
Billy Dean. For six years Hailey has been a member of the Times Session Players. Hailey's 
smooth tonality, exciting improvisation and natural stage presence makes for an exciting 
performer.


